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Wide-Band Airborne Radar Operating Considerations
for Low-Altitude Surveillance in the Presence of

Specular Multipath
Joseph G. Teti, Jr., Member, IEEE

Abstract—Reliable detection of low-altitude platforms while
simultaneously maintaining a desired search rate can be extremely
difficult due to the presence of multipath. Wide-band operation in
combination with frequency diversity is a sensible approach to not
only mitigate, but in some cases exploit multipath channel charac-
teristics. While a great deal of knowledge exists for characterizing
the frequency dependencies of complicated multipath channels,
relatively little attention has been given to examining how this
knowledge could be exploited with wide-band radar sensors. The
utilization of multipath channel characteristics is considered for
the scenario of an airborne wide-band radar sensor performing
low-altitude surveillance in a maritime environment. A brief
overview of applicable multipath phenomenology is presented
leading to a description of the propagation conditions selected
for the construction of a representative channel. A generalized
wide-band model of the sensor engagement applicable to the
resolved and unresolved domains of the interference regime is
utilized in combination with the simulated channel. Wide-band
short pulse and linear frequency modulation waveforms are
employed to consider waveform modulation characteristics in
combination with desirable sensor bandwidth and frequency
diversity for nominal operation at -band. A brief discussion on
implementation possibilities is also included.

Index Terms—Multipath channels, wide-band radar.

I. INTRODUCTION

M ost surveillance radar applications typically desire 360
azimuth coverage. In some cases, a smaller azimuth an-

gular sector may be acceptable for an individual sensor, with
multiple sensors required to cover 360. The usual figure of
merit for a surveillance sensor is the search rate arising from the
time resources necessary to yield the desired detection and an-
gular resolution performance throughout the intended angular
coverage sector. A number of practical considerations lead to
a small number of apertures (often one) that cannot allow ob-
serving all angular directions at all times (e.g., a mechanically
rotating or electronically scanning antenna). Consequently, the
radar sensor’s revisit rate must be carefully considered for the
intended application with particular attention to detection and
tracking of moving platforms. For the case of a single aper-
ture airborne radar searching for low-altitude fast moving plat-
forms, the sensor’s revisit rate requirements must also consider
the range dependent characteristics of multipath induced fading
that is a function of operating frequency and illumination geom-
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Fig. 1. Specular multipath illumination geometry.

etry. It is well known that when the multipath fading characteris-
tics can be attributed to specular reflection (as is often the case
in a maritime environment), the illumination of a low-altitude
platform will result in situations of constructive and destructive
interference at the sensor, where strong destructive interference
can result in missed detection when revisit opportunities coin-
cide with the deep fade conditions. Of course, constructive in-
terference can enhance detection, but would not be sensibly re-
lied on by a conservative assessment of system detection per-
formance.

For illustration, consider the illumination geometry shown
in Fig. 1. The one-way direct path in combination with the
two-way bounce path comprise four two-way propagation
paths. The vector superposition of the four wavefronts arriving
at the radar sensor can be expressed by the two-way voltage
propagation factor

(1)

where and compensate for illumination angle off-
sets with respect to antenna main beam position with subscripts
denoting the direct and reflected rays,is the complex reflec-
tion coefficient, and is the relative phase between the direct
and reflected propagation pathsand A general dis-
cussion on the use of (1) can be found in many books on radar
(e.g., [1]). The basic form of (1) accounts for the presence of
constructive and destructive interference regions in accordance
with the frequency-dependent relative phase. The frequency de-
pendence of the multipath null positions can be appreciated by
considering continuous-wave (CW) operation examining only
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 2. Simplified multipath propagation factors for 5000 ft sensor altitude illuminating a platform at 30 ft altitude: (a) ultrahigh frequency (UHF)-band, (b)
L-band, (c)S-band, and (d)X-band CW operation.

Fig. 3. Troposphere description and sensor illumination scenario in the presence of ducting.

the explicit phase factor in (1) (with all other quantities1). For
example, Fig. 2 illustrates multipath null position locations for
UHF, , , and -band operation. Interpreting range as time
delay in Fig. 2, it is apparent how low-altitude detection and
tracking in a multipath environment can pose a significant chal-
lenge to surveillance radar sensors. The operational evidence of
frequently encountering coherent multipath in a maritime envi-
ronment motivates an assessment of what can be done to miti-
gate or possibly exploit this type of channel. The frequency de-
pendency of the multipath null positions suggests the considera-

tion of using a wide-band radar capable of frequency diversity to
mitigate and possibly exploit the multipath channel. From prac-
tical considerations, -band operation is selected for the model
radar sensor considered in this work. Upon examining Fig. 2, it
is clear that the propagation factor interference pattern maxima
and minima occur more frequently in range with increasing op-
erating frequency. This observation indicates that the frequency
diversity resources (percentage bandwidth) required to mitigate
or exploit the coherent interference effects decrease with in-
creasing operating frequency. In addition, operation at-band
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allows aperture sizes that are compatible with a large varia-
tion of airborne platforms, and the required wide-band hardware
technologies are either already or becoming increasingly avail-
able.

This paper describes the utilization of wide-band frequency
diversity to mitigate and exploit specular multipath channel
characteristics encountered by an airborne sensor performing
low-altitude surveillance in a maritime environment. The sub-
sequent analysis considers a physically representative channel
and realistic wide-band radar sensor operating characteristics.
Section II provides a brief overview of propagation in the tro-
posphere and ocean surface scattering leveraging the vast open
literature information that is available. Section III details the
subject model platform/sensor operating characteristics. Sec-
tion IV describes transmit frequency diversity considerations
and multipath channel mitigation and exploitation. Overall
conclusions and a discussion on implementation possibilities
are provided in Section V.

II. TROPOSPHERICPROPAGATIONCHANNEL BACKGROUND

The troposphere is the region of the earth’s atmosphere that
extends from the surface to an altitude of about 10 km (33 000
ft) and the illumination scenarios for airborne surveillance are in
most cases confined to tropospheric propagation effects. Prop-
agation in the troposphere has been studied for about the last
half century and continues to be an active area of research (e.g.,
[2]–[8]). Range dependent properties of tropospheric propaga-
tion are generally separated into three regions: 1) interference;
2) intermediate; and 3) diffraction [2]. Within the horizon, the
propagation phenomena associated with the interference region
are characterized by four refractive conditions; subrefraction,
standard, superrefraction, and trapping (ducting). Each of these
conditions can occur in combination and the presence of tropo-
spheric scattering (troposcatter) effects that arise from regions
that contain turbulent fluctuation in the index of refraction are
also possible. This work explicitly considers the coherent inter-
ference regime.

The index of refraction (or relative dielectric) in the tropo-
sphere varies with altitude, range (i.e., position) and time. The
relative dielectric of the troposphere is known to be a function of
humidity, pressure and temperature. The temporal variations of
the environmental conditions take place on relatively large time
scales (hours, days, etc.) that support the existence of coherent
propagation phenomena, and in many applications the observa-
tions generally take place on time scales that are small enough
(minutes, seconds, etc.) for the conditions to be considered con-
stant. For the propagation conditions considered here, the re-
fractive index is assumed constant during a sensor’s coherent
processing interval (CPI). Note that if the temporal stability of
the refractive index is not sufficient to support the existence of
coherent interference, then methods to mitigate or exploit the
effects are not applicable.

The spatial variation of the index of refraction is generally
larger with altitude than range and, in many cases, the range
variation can be sensibly neglected. Accordingly, the refractivity
and the modified refractivity are given by

and ,

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Sample refractivity profiles. (a) Standard. (b) Surface duct. (c) Elevated
duct.

respectively, where is the altitude above the earth andis the
earth’s radius described in an earth-centered spherical geometry.
The ray curvature (bending) associated with propagation in the
standard atmosphere is considered to be the result of a stable
and well-mixed dielectric profile characterized by an index of
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Fig. 5. Predominant ducting effects on coherent interference.

Fig. 6. Multipath components corresponding to (4).

refraction that varies exponentially with altitude. Nonstandard
types of ray curvature are the result of anomalous propagation
caused by index of refraction spatial distributions that deviate
from the exponential model for the standard atmosphere. The
low-altitude variation of the exponential model is essentially
linear in the troposphere where ducting conditions are common
in a maritime environment. When ducting conditions exist, they
can often dominate the propagation conditions. Fig. 3 is a pic-
torial description of a representative troposphere that includes
details on the radar sensor illumination geometry considered in
this work (the altitude information is used throughout).

The relationship between the refractivity and modified refrac-
tivity are quantified by the examples shown in Fig. 4. Fig. 4(a)
represents the standard atmosphere and Fig. 4(b) and (c) repre-
sent a surface duct and elevated duct, respectively. Figs. 3, 4(b)
and (c) also illustrate the presence of the evaporation duct given
by the nonlinear section visible at the base of the altitude pro-
files. The evaporation duct is almost always present in a mar-
itime environment and is caused by the rapid decrease in mois-

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Unresolved and resolved domains of the interference regime associated
with (6).
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Fig. 8. Multipath range delay resolution for the interference regime.

ture content in the atmospheric layer just above the ocean’s sur-
face (see [4] for a further discussion).

For the conditions of anomalous propagation, solution to the
Helmholtz wave equation can be formulated. For tropospheric
propagation, solutions are commonly determined numerically
under the parabolic approximation, readily retaining only the
forward propagating component of the field (e.g., [6]). Full
wave solutions without the parabolic approximation can also
be implemented at the expense of increased computational
complexity (e.g., [7]). The literature is rich with problem
scenarios where numerically solving the wave equation is
unavoidable [5]–[8]. However, under propagation conditions
that can be described by constant geometrical wave fronts,
the Eikonal equation

(2)

is the sensible tool of choice and is very effective in capturing the
propagation effects that must be considered in this work. With

, (2) can be used to show
constant(Snell’s Law). For the situation shown in Fig. 4(a) the
desired form is given by .
The index of refraction is taken to have an altitude dependency
given by the linear form , where desig-
nates the index of refraction at the earth’s surface andis the
slope factor of the index of refraction’s altitude profile for the

th layer. The th layer dependency readily allows the effects
of ducting to be considered as a piecewise continuous trilinear
altitude profile ignoring the evaporation duct. The implications
of ignoring the evaporation duct will be addressed later. When
considering , it is customary (unless known from measure-
ment) to assume is unity, resulting in the determination of an
“effective” earth radius given by for the th

layer. The use of an effective earth radius accounts for ray cur-
vature as a modified line-of-site (LOS) distance determined for
an effective spherical earth. Thus, the correct ray length (propa-
gation distance) information can be determined from geometry
using an effective earth radius. For the case of a single layer
described by the standard atmosphere model, cor-
responds to (commonly referred to as the “four
thirds earth” model).

The simple trilinear altitude profile of the index of refraction
is substantiated by a considerable amount of experimental evi-
dence [4], [5]. This work requires only a representative sample
of ducting conditions to quantify the effects on the propagation
characteristics of the interference regime. The surface duct char-
acteristics shown in Fig. 4(b) are based on measurements re-
ported in [5]. For the trilinear refractivity profile of Fig. 4(b)
the slope factors for the individual altitude layers are

and , where in-
creasing subscripts correspond to increasing altitude. The ef-
fective earth radii that correspond to the altitude layers are used
to determine the length of individual ray sections. The total ray
lengths are computed as a superposition of the individual ray
sections. The ray length calculations must be repeated as a func-
tion of range (or grazing angle) for the considered case of fixed
altitude illumination. With ray length information that accounts
for ducting conditions, the predominant effects on coherent in-
terference that are of concern for frequency diversity considera-
tions can be examined using the propagation factor given by (1).
For example, Fig. 5 illustrates the coherent interference charac-
teristics for horizontal and vertical polarization using the refrac-
tivity profiles of Fig. 4(a) and (b). The polarization dependency
is the result of including the Fresnel reflection coefficient for sea
water with (1), and has not been introduced by the ducting effect
considerations. Fig. 5 clearly illustrates that ducting effects on
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Coherent interference reference description of the multipath channel test case illustrating the envelope of the propagation factor; (b) is comprised of range
cuts from (a).

coherent interference result in a range shift in the locations of
relative maxima and minima, which is consistent with measured
observations [5]. Consequently, frequency diversity techniques
will not find it any more difficult to deal with ducting condi-
tions as they do with nonducting conditions, provided that the
existence of coherent interference can also be supported in both
cases. Furthermore, the effects of the evaporation duct can be
considered in the same fashion.

Appendix A contains the ocean surface scattering characteris-
tics for the bounce path needed to complete a sufficient physical
representation of a maritime multipath channel.

III. M ODEL SENSOR OPERATION AND CHANNEL

CHARACTERISTICS

The illumination geometry for the model sensor is described
in Fig. 3. The tunable band of the model sensor available for
hosting frequency diversity is 8–14 GHz. The instantaneous
bandwidth is 500 MHz. The analysis considers a 2 ns Gaussian
pulse waveform on transmit and receive and a linear frequency
modulation (FM) waveform with a 4-s transmit duration
compressed to 2 ns with receive matched filtering. In a gen-
eral sense, for a wide-band transmit waveform described by
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Fig. 10. The physical characteristics of the multipath channel test case.

with carrier frequency and pulse modulation
, the received signal is given by

(3)

where the path components are

(4a)

(4b)

(4c)

and (4d), shown at the bottom of the page, at baseband (after
down conversion and before matched filtering). A pictorial de-
scription of (4) is provided in Fig. 6. The time dependence in (4)
is associated with range wheredenotes roundtrip time delay.
Also included in (4) are Doppler offsets, complex antenna pat-
tern weights, and an extended scatterer description with bistatic
radar cross section proportional to Note that with the ap-
propriate assumptions, (1) can be deduced from (3) with (4).
In terms of radar system observables, the roundtrip time delays

and are equal and the two single bounce paths (shown

in Fig. 6) cannot be temporally resolved. Conventional matched
filtering an observable version of (3) with is given by

(5)

where , , and . Considering the
pulse duration characteristics of the waveform with the equiva-
lent linear forms on the right-hand side (RHS) of (5), it is clear
that two multipath interference domains exist, could be excited
and processed differently to mitigate or exploit the channel char-
acteristics. The multipath model form of (5) is given by

(6a)
for the temporally unresolved case where need not be
equivalent to and

(6b)

for the temporally resolved case where none of the need
be equivalent to . The two domains described in (6) are il-
lustrated in Fig. 7. The performance in the unresolved domain

(4d)
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 11. Coherent interference reference description of the multipath channel test case for the short Gaussian pulse waveform; (b) is comprised of range cuts
from (a).

shown in Fig. 7(a) is influenced through transmit frequency di-
versity.

The model sensor’s range resolution establishes the transi-
tion boundary between the unresolved and resolved domains of
the interference regime. A wide-band information bandwidth of
500 MHz is selected for the model sensor corresponding to2
ns resolution ( 1-ft range resolution). Fig. 8 illustrates that the
separate multipath returns should become discernible at40
nmi for selected model sensor operating characteristics. Fig. 8
also indicates a range extent of87 nmi corresponding to the
grazing angle extent of the interference regime described by

(A.5), and many of the subsequent graphical results retain the
inclusion of this indicator.

An ideal yet unrealistic description of the specular multipath
channel under consideration is shown in Fig. 9 for a 2 ns
Gaussian pulse. Fig. 9 is unrealistic because it represents
lossless reflection and constructive coherent interference
throughout the range extent (i.e., the envelope of the propa-
gation factor for perfect reflection). Fig. 9(a) illustrates a 40
ns window that is delay aligned to 15 ns over the range extent
shown on the abscissa; the range position and corresponding
grazing angle are shown on the ordinate. Also shown is
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. Coherent interference reference description of the multipath channel test case for the linear FM pulse waveform after compression; (b) is comprised of
range cuts from (a).

the geometrical optic limit of the interference regime at 87
nautical miles (from (A.5)). Fig. 9(b) illustrates range cuts
through Fig. 9(a) at locations corresponding to the unresolved,
transition, and resolved domains of the interference regime.
The channel characterization provided by Fig. 9 serves as
a reference to contrast more realistic characterizations of
the multipath channel. The format of this figure is used in
subsequent graphical results.

Fig. 10 summarizes the ingredients chosen to construct a
physically representative channel for the low flyer illumination
geometry described in Fig. 3. The test case multipath channel
utilizes a composite complex reflection coefficient (A.1)

computed for horizontal polarization and sea state one (SS1)
with the factors illustrated in Fig. 10. Only SS1 is considered
for illustration because it is consistent with the conditions
necessary for a severe multipath channel to exist. As the
ocean surface roughness increases, the strength and deleterious
effects of the multipath diminish. Accordingly, the need to
mitigate and the potential to benefit from exploiting multipath
effects also diminishes. However, the ocean and atmospheric
conditions necessary for the presence of deleterious multipath
effects occur fairly often. All subsequent sensor operating
considerations are quantified with respect to the test case
multipath channel.
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Fig. 13. Lossless CW propagation factor and MPF for fiveX-band carrier frequencies.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. Selected MPF carrier frequencies for (a) CW, and (b) the short Gaussian pulse.

Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate the multipath channel interference
effects for the cases of the short Gaussian pulse and linear FM
waveforms, respectively. In both cases, the coherent interfer-
ence causes the voltage propagation factor to vary from zero
to approximately three. However, the differences in the modu-
lation characteristics cause shifts in the relative positions of the

maxima and minima throughout the range extent. In addition,
the spatial frequency of the interference is higher for the linear
FM modulation. The spatial frequency characteristics arise from
the illumination geometry and the instantaneous frequency of
the waveform. The differences in the instantaneous frequency
of the two waveform modulation types is important when con-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. Short Gaussian pulse MPF results using (a) frequency diversity and (b) combined with radar resolved range gate processing.

sidering the use of frequency diversity to mitigate the multipath
channel.

IV. M ULTIPATH CHANNEL MITIGATION CONSIDERATIONS

This section considers mitigating the multipath channel in
the unresolved and resolved domains of the interference regime.
Mitigation in the unresolved domain is based on the utilization
of wide-band frequency diversity. To appreciate the utility of
frequency diversity in the unresolved domain of the interference
regime, consider the lossless CW propagation factor for five

-band frequencies ranging from 9.25 to 12.25 GHz shown in
Fig. 13. The top graph in Fig. 13 illustrates the channel interfer-
ence characteristics for individual carrier frequencies spaced at

750 MHz. The voltage propagation factor is shown as a function
of range. The bottom graph in Fig. 13 illustrates the maximum
propagation factor (MPF) that results from selecting the largest
propagation factor from the set of five carrier frequencies shown
in the upper graph. The carrier frequencies that correspond to
the MPF for CW operation are shown in Fig. 14(a). Fig. 14(b)
identifies the carrier frequencies for the short Gaussian pulse.
Note that for basic pulse modulation in the unresolved domain,
the desired carrier frequencies are the same as those selected
for CW. However, the choice of carrier frequency in the re-
solved domain is superfluous in the context under considera-
tion. Consequently, the carrier frequency selection is shown to
remain constant for ranges less than 40 nmi in Fig. 14(b). For
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Fig. 16. MPF enhanced (i), and uncompensated (ii) multipath channel.

Fig. 17. Linear FM propagation factor and MPF for fiveX-band carrier frequencies.

ranges less than 40 nmi the specular multipath components are
resolved, and coherent superposition of adjacent range bins is
possible to combine the components associated with a single
platform. While the need to perform a processing step of this
type depends on other considerations, it is nevertheless pos-
sible to implement with a basic transversal filter. Fig. 15 illus-
trates the MPF results using the carrier frequencies identified in
Fig. 14(b). Fig. 15(a) is a highly time resolved representation
of the channel using frequency diversity without processing the
resolved domain. Fig. 15(b) represents a radar resolved version
of Fig. 15(a) that has also been processed to illustrate the results
of coherently combining adjacent range bins in the resolved do-
main. Fig. 16 is comprised of range cuts through Figs. 11(a)
and 15(b) centered on the subject range bin and illustrates the
MPF improvement over the uncompensated channel character-
istics. Most noteworthy is that free-space performance (corre-
sponds to unity) is maintained through almost the entire range
extent, mitigating the channel’s deep fade characteristics. In ad-
dition, performance over most of the range extent is enhanced
relative to free space, where in some cases the voltage improve-

ment factor is as large as 3 (9.5 dB in power). Note that the
overall deleterious propagation effects of the channel as well as
the potential for enhancement are principally a function of the
composite complex specular reflection coefficient (A.1).

Directing attention now to the more practical case of linear
FM modulation, the instantaneous frequency characteristics of
the waveform differ considerably from the short Gaussian pulse
waveform. As in the case with short Gaussian pulse modulation,
the same five -band carrier frequencies are considered to mit-
igate the multipath channel characteristics. However, the carrier
frequencies must be considered in combination with the linear
FM modulation to characterize the uncompensated channel. The
linear FM voltage propagation factor for the uncompensated
channel is shown as a function of range in the upper graph of
Fig. 17. The lower graph in Fig. 17 illustrates the MPF that re-
sults from selecting the largest propagation factor from the set of
five carrier frequencies represented in the upper graph. The car-
rier frequencies that correspond to the MPF for linear FM modu-
lation are shown in Fig. 18(a). Note that the uncompressed linear
FM pulse duration is 4 s and the unresolved domain of the in-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 18. Linear FM (a) selected MPF carrier frequencies, (b) modulation duration constraints, and (c) selected MPF carrier frequencies subject to modulation
duration constraints.

terference regime identified in Fig. 18(a) includes near ranges
that are significantly less than the 40 nmi range that are resolved
by a 2 ns pulse duration. In addition, the selected MPF car-
rier frequencies must be constrained to remain constant for the
uncompressed linear FM pulse duration so that pulse compres-
sion performance is maintained. Fig. 18(b) illustrates the min-
imum carrier frequency duration for the MPF carrier frequencies
shown in Fig. 18(a). The vertical line located at approximately
45 nmi in Fig. 18(b) identifies the 4s constraint. Fig. 18(c)
identifies the selected MPF carrier frequencies subject to the
linear FM duration constraint shown in Fig. 18(b). Fig. 19 il-
lustrates the MPF results using the carrier frequencies identified
in Fig. 18(c). Fig. 19(a) is a highly time resolved representation
of the channel using frequency diversity without processing the
resolved domain. Fig. 19(b) represents a radar resolved version
of Fig. 19(a) that has also been processed to illustrate the results

of coherently combining adjacent range bins in the resolved do-
main. Fig. 20 is comprised of range cuts through Figs. 12(a) and
19(b) centered on the subject range bin, and illustrates the MPF
improvement over the uncompensated channel characteristics.
Also shown in Fig. 20 is the voltage factor that would result if
the same carrier frequency selection used for the short Gaussian
pulse was also used for the linear FM waveform. The inclusion
of this trace illustrates the dependence of the carrier frequency
selection on the waveform’s instantaneous frequency. As in the
short Gaussian pulse case, Fig. 20 indicates that free-space per-
formance is maintained through almost the entire range extent,
mitigating the channel’s deep fade characteristics. In addition,
performance over most of the range extent is also enhanced rel-
ative to free-space, with a voltage improvement factor as large
as 3 ( 9.5 dB in power) at some ranges (also similar to the
short Gaussian pulse case). In contrast to the case of the short
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 19. Linear FM pulse MPF results using (a) frequency diversity and (b) combined with radar resolved range gate processing.

Gaussian pulse, the 4-s constraint associated with the linear
FM waveform does not allow frequency diversity to be em-
ployed in the near range portion of the unresolved domain.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Favorable conditions to mitigate and exploit coherent mul-
tipath are synonymous with the conditions for the existence
of the deleterious aspects of the phenomena. This effort was
undertaken to assess the feasibility of mitigating and possibly
exploiting a representative specular multipath channel encoun-
tered by an airborne wide-band radar sensor performing low-al-
titude surveillance in a maritime environment. The effort in-

volved the construction of a physically representative multi-
path channel that included basic considerations for ducting and
respected the limitations of characterizing tropospheric prop-
agation phenomena using a geometrical optics solution to the
wave equation. The wide-band effects experienced by the in-
dividual specular multipath components were included in the
distinction of the resolved and unresolved domains of the inter-
ference regime. Wide-band frequency diversity was utilized to
mitigate and exploit channel effects in the unresolved domain
and the possibility of coherently combining adjacent range bins
to exploit the resolved domain was shown. While the need to
perform a processing step of this type is likely to depend on
other considerations, it is nevertheless possible to implement
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Fig. 20. MPF enhanced (i), uncompensated (ii), and unsuccessfully compensated (iii) multipath channel.

with a basic transversal filter. In addition, the further implica-
tions of extended scatterers must be appropriately examined. A
short Gaussian pulse and a linear FM waveform were considered
for illustration, each having a 500-MHz information bandwidth,
and utilized in combination with five -band carrier frequen-
cies. Most importantly, the consideration of the two modulation
types illustrated the carrier frequency selection dependence on a
waveform’s instantaneous frequency and modulation duration.

The implementation possibilities include a carrier frequency
hopping scheme that time interleaves transmissions to inter-
rogate a particular range extent and a simultaneous transmis-
sion scheme. The final design of a frequency hopping scheme
would have to consider a range of target altitudes and an ac-
ceptable compromise may be difficult to achieve under some
operating scenarios. Consequently, exclusive use of frequency
hopping may be undesirable. A more capable implementation
is to simply transmit all carrier frequencies simultaneously and
employ a channelized receiver architecture. For example, the
frequency diversity and modulation used in this analysis total to
a reasonable 35% bandwidth. The channelized receiver could
be implemented either at RF or digitally. Note that in a simulta-
neous transmission scheme, target altitude can be inferred from
the frequency band dependency of the detection performance.
Furthermore, the presence of ducting conditions could also be
sensed. A combined frequency hopping and simultaneous trans-
mission scheme is also possible with and without considerations
for search and track functions. The final decision would likely
result from the aggregate system cost and complexity versus de-
sired performance. Furthermore, while an airborne illumination
geometry was considered explicitly, the concepts presented are
equally applicable to a ship based illumination geometry with
appropriate differences in parameter selection.

In summary, the overall feasibility analysis presented indi-
cates that mitigation and exploitation of a specular multipath
channel is possible, provided the radar sensor operational
characteristics (bandwidth, frequency diversity, and associated
signal processing) are appropriately designed.

APPENDIX

To complete a sufficient physical representation of a mar-
itime multipath channel, additional ocean surface scattering
characteristics for the bounce path must be included. As in
the case of tropospheric propagation, extensive information

on ocean (and rough) surface scattering exists in the open
literature (e.g., [9]–[11]). The scattering details considered
sufficient for treating the specular reflection characteristics
of concern include the Fresnel reflection coefficient
the divergence factor and an ocean surface
roughness factor that accounts for the random
nature of the surface fluctuations. The corresponding composite
complex specular reflection coefficient is given by

(A.1)

where is the grazing angle, is the complex permittivity, and
is the standard deviation of the ocean surface height. Note

that in general the complex reflection coefficient consists of
specular (coherent) and a diffuse (incoherent) scattering com-
ponents. However, as mentioned previously, this work is in-
terested in coherent interference between the direct and ocean
surface reflected wave components and the reflection must be
highly specular for the interference phenomena to exist. The
complex reflection coefficient (A.1) is linked to the environ-
mental conditions through the standard deviation of the ocean
surface height and the complex permittivity. The signifi-
cant wave height (average of the one-third highest waves) is
related to the standard deviation of the ocean surface height ac-
cording to [11]. The significant wave height can
be readily related to wind conditions and sea state. The complex
permittivity accounts for salinity and finite conductivity, and is
a function of frequency and temperature [10].

The individual factors that comprise (A.1) are given by

(A.2)

(A.3)

and

V-pol

H-pol

(A.4)
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The validity of the multipath channel considerations is con-
fined to the interference regime. In particular, the divergence
factor (A.3) is derived using geometrical optics, and is no longer
valid near the horizon. The grazing angle regime associated
with the geometrical optics limit in describing the interference
regime is given by [3]

(A.5)
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If there is an actual target signal with power�2s and azimuth�s added
to the above noise environment, thus, (8) becomes

P (�) =
sT��1RXX�

�1s�

(sT��1s�)2

P (�) = sT��1RXX�
�1s�: (9)

Fig. 2 depicts spatial spectrum in (9) when�2s = �2J and�s = 10�

that means the interference is located in the main beam of the target. It
is obvious from Fig. 2 that weight vectorw is correct and there exists
distortion in the main beam of the target result from suppression of the
interference within the main beam of the target.
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Author’s Reply

Ronald L. Fante

The comment by Xie points out that one must be careful with
normalization when computing an adapted sum pattern. That is, even
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though normalization is unimportant when computing�=�, it can
be important when computing� alone. This is correct. However,
in practice, we never compute� alone. Rather, we always compute
�=I , the signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) in the sum beam. When
this quantity is computed, normalization is not an issue, because both
the numerator and denominator of�=I are quadratic functions of the
weights, so that any weight normalization factor cancels. The reader
is referred to [1] for additional details.
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Errata for “Wide-Band Radar Operating Considerations
for Low-Altitude Surveillance in the Presence of Specular

Multipath”

J. G. Teti, Jr.

The above paper1 contained typographical errors in (4). The cor-
rected equation is as shown at the bottom of the page.
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p1(t� T1) =f('d) f('d)s(t� T1)e
�j2�f t

� �d(t)e
�j2�f t (4a)

p2(t� T2) =f('b) f('d)s(t� T2)e
�j2�f t

� �b(t)e
�j2�f t

� �rms(�t)e
�j2�f t (4b)

p3(t�T3) =f('d) f('b)s(t�T3)e
�j2�f t

� �rms(t)e
�j2�f t

� �b(t)e
�j2�f t (4c)

p4(t� T4) =f('b) f('b)s(t� T4)e
�j2�f t

� �rms(t)e
�j2�f t

� �2b(t)e
�j2�f t

� �rms(�t)e
�j2�f t (4d)
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